
Today's talk is going to focus on the metrics in compound design. So let's hope 
we're going to be learning throughout this talk. Is we are going to focus on its is
there any additional guidance towards compound design. You may have already learned
about the physiochemical properties with Lipinski, but is there anything that 
guides us all the way from hit validation and optimization all the way through to 
preclinical candidacy?

preclinical candidacy? What are these guidelines? Well, in this talk, there are 
going to be referred to as metrics. We're going to see about how we make meaningful
changes to a molecule in order to make a final optimized compound. So before we 
begin understanding the role of metrics, we first must be able to understand the 
role of physiochemical properties. Please also refer to some other talks outlined 
by the WCAIR online series. However, what first we must learn is that as a compound
starts to move through the drug discovery process, it gets larger in molecular size
as well as also increases in its lipophilicity. As you can see by this diagram 
represented here, is that we see an almost linear relationship between molecular 
weight on lipophilicity.

However by increasing just, for instance, lipophilicity, we can sometimes lead 
ourselves into non-specific binding and potentially other issues such as cytochrome
P450 inhibition, hERG inhibition, as well as many others. So what guidelines to be 
already have in place? Well, we've already learned about the Lipinski Rule of 5. 
Lipinski undertook a study of almost over 2000 oral bioavailable drugs. And he came
up with a set of parameters that enables you to be able to make an oral permeable 
drug. However, is just Lipinski's rules enough? And so far you should be 
questioning and by saying, No, it's simply not enough. No, it's simply not enough. 
So how does ligand efficiency and lipophilic ligand efficiency value interact or 
how do they play a role with each other? You can see here by this diagram here that
we've got ligand efficiency on the x-axis and we've got LLE on the y axis. 
Indicated by the green lines that we can see that desirable ligand efficiency value
and we can see the lead like desirable LLE value. This graph has been separated 
into quadrants, the first being the top. We can say that any compound that falls 
within this top region with the graph that is potentially using polar contacts to 
drive its potency. While the opposite is said for the bottom, that lipophilic 
contacts are driving the potency. And how do we know this? The LLE value.

The LLE value, if it is of a higher nature, it saying is driven through polar 
contacts.

Of a lower nature, is driven first lipophilic contacts.

But again, how does this relate to it ligand efficiency? If you fall in this space 
of the graph here, you have a low ligand efficiency value and a low LLE value. 
Often molecules found in this region of the graph are potentially larger. Not all 
their molecules are contributing to binding, and they are perhaps more on the 
lipophilic site. Looking at a compound that has a higher ligand efficiency value 
but a low lipophilic ligand efficiency value, it is said that for the size of the 
molecule that it is using its atoms efficiently for binding. But perhaps it is also
being done in a nonspecific manner through lipophilic interactions. With a lower 
ligand efficiency value, but a high lipophilic ligand efficiency value, you can say
that your compound has some polarity associated with it. But perhaps not all the 
atoms are contributing to binding. The area of the graph that you want to fall in 
is the top right hand side, where you have a high ligand efficiency value, and a 
high lipophilic ligand efficiency value. From here you can say that most of the 
atoms in the molecule are contributing to binding. And with those contributions, 
It's as potentially being done though polar contacts. Ligand efficiency and LLE are
not the only metrics that you can use. You have an abbreviated version of the LLE, 
which was developed through as Astex. Astex used this LLEAT value with the use for 
the fragment based drug discovery programs. And it's sometimes often seen with 



other fragment based drug discovery programs. And what this does is it takes into 
account the lipophilicity, just like the LLE, however, now it weights the compound 
based upon its heavy atom count and its contribution to potency. And you can see 
here by the formula on the right-hand side. Another metric is the group efficiency.
So you've learned about ligand efficiency as the molecule as a whole. But how do we
know through the addition of one functional group to another is actually 
beneficial? Well, you can use this group efficiency metrics. And here's just an 
example at the bottom. You can take a molecule that has a hydrogen atom, and you 
can replace this hydrogen atom with this aromatic group here. With the addition of 
this aromatic group, this hypothetical molecule sees an increase in 10-fold 
potency. You can see this by its ligand efficiency value that it goes up, only 
slightly.

Why is that? Well, because there are a large number of atoms being added. So the 
change from just the one hydrogen atom. And remember, with a heavy atom count, we 
don't include the hydrogen in its count. However, when we start to understand and 
look at how has this change meaningful, did make an impact to ligand efficiency? 
The answer is no, it didn't. You can see that it's group efficiency value is very, 
very low. And it says here actually, if you are to make this change, that you need 
at least a 22-fold gain in potency to make this change a meaningful change. There's
an excellent paper by Hopkins that  I would recommend to you read and in it, it has
a great set of tables where it has lots of different functional groups and the 
potency gain that needed to be achieved by each of these functional groups in order
to see something meaningful being added to your molecule. And you'd just aren't 
adding for the sake of adding So I do recommend highly, but this has been read. 
Another metric that's perhaps not used as widely, but is still very important. is 
the property forecast Index. And what the property forecast index does, it takes 
into account your log D value in respect with a number of aromatic rings. We know 
that molecular weight increases as we move through the drug discovery pipeline. And
often, most of our drug molecules contain aromatic rings, 1,2, 3, hopefullyno more 
than that. But you can see that some, some drug molecules actually do contain a 
large number of aromatic rings. Aromatic rings bring with it lipophilicity. You can
see here as we start to increase the lipophilicity value, as we start to increase 
the number of aromatic rings. Now it has a negative influence on  many different 
pharmacokinetic properties. We discussed earlier that if you start to increase 
lipophilicity, you start to see some off targeting effects. You also see some 
inhibition, as mentioned here by the cytochrome P450 enzymes. You start to see hERG
inhibition, the human ether-a-go-go related gene inhibition, which is cause for 
cardiac arrhythmias. So what is an optimal PFI value? It said between 5-7. However,
are chemists can often look at a molecule and know that perhaps has too many 
aromatic rings. So looking at this in a little bit further, how do aromatic rings 
actually affect some of these pharmacokinetic properties? Well, here are just a 
comparison of carbo-aromatics, as an aromatic rings that do not contain any 
heteroatoms. We have hetero aromatics and we've also gone for the aliphatic chains,
both with and without a heteroatoms in place. And you can see that with the 
aromatic species just a carbo-aromatic, that it negatively influences all these 
parameters on left-hand side. Potentially because of its increased lipophilicity. 
Through the addition either of just a single hetroatom, you can see that some of 
these properties start to level out and potentially even become more favorable. Now
how does a chemist overcome these issues? Because we know that many drug molecules 
already contain some aromatic rings in the system. Well, what we are able to do is,
is that the chemist will often fuse aromatic rings together to try and aid with 
this lipophilicity penalty. By doing so, it said that if you create these fused 
rings, you enable for better solubility and you move towards potentially more 
favorable logD. It has been a short talk but a very important talk.

In this talk it should have been critical once again about lipophilicity. Let the 
plus state is a major contributor to compounds failing preclinical development. And
you must pay attention to this property as you start to move through the drug 



discovery pipeline. If not, it can lead you to potentially some off target effects 
and perhaps preclinical toxicity. We know that Lipinski's rules wasn't enough to be
able to understand what is happening to our molecule as we start to push it through
the drug discovery pipeline. The most common of metrics used are the ligand 
efficiency, the lipophilic ligand efficiency, and is most recently the property 
forecast index. It is advised that you use not just one metric at a time, but use a
combination of metrics to be able t understand exactly what is going on about your 
molecule. You saw here the comparison of ligand efficiency as well as the 
lipophilic ligand efficiency. You saw as that you occupied the right-hand side 
diagram that you start to move into more ideal drug space. But you also must keep 
an eye out of what sort of interactions are you making. Or you just adding 
lipophilicity to your molecule for the sake of it, in order to boost your potency.

in order to boost your potency. By using that Hopkins paper, you can, you are able 
to understand through the addition of some functional groups, how much of a potency
gain do you in theory the need to see to ensure that that change was significant or
meaningful? It's advised that he use metrics to guide your compound design because 
it should limit your undesirable physiochemical properties later on. Lipinksi is a 
good rule to use, however it is usually used for other forms of analysis as you 
move through the pipeline. Remember, each of these has its disadvantages, but it 
also has massive advantages so use them wisely. This talk was brought to you by the
Wellcome Centre of Anti-Infectives Research, University of Dundee, Scotland, UK.


